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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, the planet has been
swimming in associate degree ocean of
technology, that has opened the doors for
several opportunities as industrial boundaries
still modification. “Blue oceans” have opened
their waters for brand new industries such as
social networking, sensible technology,
mobility, and massive information. wanting
forward, new trends corresponding to the web
of things (IoT) and technology advancements
towards 5G mobile technology area unit
paving the manner for brand new markets and
industries alongside any advancements in
huge information. A discussion consisting of
business leaders and researchers addressed
these topics and also the rising technologies
that area unit ever-changing the planet.
Keywords:— Internet of Things, IoT, 5G
technology, Big Data, Blue Oceans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers and practitioners nowadays are
the non literal Cristobal Colon come into
being to prove the world is not any longer
analog. The digital revolution has created
several new technologies however none with
a lot of widespread impact than mobile
technology and therefore the web. These
technologies separately have changed our
lives and therefore the means we tend to act
with one another, but, together, they need

modified the planet that we tend to board by
making a “blue ocean” of latest opportunities.
In easy terms, a blue ocean refers to the
increase of a very new trade or advances in
associate degree existing industry that alter
the boundaries of competition that ends up in
a market freed from competition (Kim &
Mauborgne, 2004). Traditionally, blue oceans
are trade specific and resulted from
innovations by a single company, resembling
FedEx, Starbucks, Napster, Netflix, Apple
(iPhone), Uber, Airbnb, and so on. However,
the mix of mobile technology and therefore
the web has turned the blue ocean into a
ocean of the Internet of things (IoT). the mix
of those technologies affects all industries at
the same time as opportunities seem. The
Internet of things refers to things (i.e., objects)
connected to the web that one will access
through ubiquitous technologies (Atzori, Iera,
Morabito, & Nitti, 2012). The IoT has
resulted in several new technologies cited as
“smart” technologies (i.e., web enabled). we
tend to currently live amid a sensible
revolution during which several objects in our
everyday lives connect with one another
through web technology. Table one lists a
couple of samples of sensible technologies
ensuing from mobile computing and IoT
technologies.
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Table 1 : Internet of Things examples
Home
• Smart home security
• Smart sprinkler control
• Hydroponic system
• Smart propane tank
• Smart door lock

Appliances
• Smart refrigerator
• Smart washing machine
• Smart air conditioner
• Smart stove
• Smart dishwasher

As we tend to progress towards 5G
capabilities, the convenience and speed at that
IoT connections manifest itself can become a
lot of simplified and, thus, yield any
advancements in technology. However, the
consequences of mobile technology and IoT
extend on the far side the creation of recent
technological capabilities. As we tend to add
digital components to each object we tend to
act with in our daily lives, we tend to
conjointly contribute to the number of
information being generated. As a result, huge
knowledge isn't any longer big—it’s huge,
and it'll still grow as industries begin moving
towards exaggerated property among folks
and objects. The modifications for data
analysts is astronomical as we tend to still
produce solutions for analyzing the
information. With younger generations (i.e.,
digital natives) growing up with these
technologies, it’s not very a matter of if we
tend to should answer the necessity of a lot of
property however rather however. firms
across all industries got to address user wants
for exaggerated property among folks,
devices, and objects. This paper results from a
word on these rising topics that passed at
AMCIS 2015 in Puerto RICO. The panel
comprised professional specialists and
researchers UN agency mentioned the various
technologies from each a professional and
theoretical perspective. The panelists took a
proactive approach by evaluating this
direction of technology and providing
recommendations that may profit academics
and practitioners alike. The panelists given
cases from the Central intelligence and Via
Studios, a technology development company

Health
Blood pressure monitor
• Cholesterol monitoring
• Smart sleep system
• Smart cardio
• Glucose monitoring

Clothing
• Smart shirt
• Smart socks
• Bluetooth-enabled insoles
• Technology glasses
• Smart Watch

making IoT solutions, to demonstrate a
number of the capabilities and challenges of
riotous technologies, that we tend to discuss
here. later, we summarize the discussion and
supply recommendations for future analysis
as we tend to still explore the future of
omnipresent computing and IoT technologies.
II. 5G AND UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING
In today’s omnipresent computing era, people
and organizations have wide adopted the
Internet of things and large information
analytics with consecutive generation of
mobile technology, 5G networks, on the
forefront. Numerous leading trade magazines
and educational journals, like Deloitte
Review, MIS Quarterly, Communications of
the ACM, and knowledge Systems analysis,
have devoted special problems on IoT, big
data analytics, and 5G. imposingly, a recent
Bain & Company’s report showed that Europe
and therefore the United States can contribute
an extra US$8 trillion to international value
by 2020 (Harris, Kim, & Schwedel, 2011).
during this section, we tend to describe IoT
and 5G. In Section three, we tend to discuss
their impacts on huge information.
2.1 The Internet of Things
British bourgeois and originator Kevin Sir
Frederick Ashton coined the term “Internet of
things” in 1999 (Ashton,2009). IoT offers
advanced property of devices, systems, and
services that goes on the far side machine-to
machine communications (M2M) and covers
a spread of protocols, domains, and
applications. One can use 2 basic tenets to
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outline IoT: objects and also the web. To be
IoT enabled, Associate in Nursing object
should be able to pass info or commands to a
different through a network. Human
interactions or sensors will trigger actions
performed by IoT-enabled objects, that
creates Associate in Nursing interconnected
network of objects with ubiquitous
management. The network could also be a
private, private, or public network, although
the foremost common conceptualized
framework for IoT technology is that the web.
Some usually confuse IoT with good
technology, that refers to any technology that
has web property. good technology refers to
objects which will hook up with the net,
whereas IoT extends this model to incorporate
objects that one will control ubiquitously
through web technology. As an instance, a
wise phone will hook up with the net, but one
should be physically gift to use the
technology. However, one will access
Associate in Nursing IoT-enabled object and
management it from anyplace at any time. If
all objects and other people in everyday life
had identifiers, computers might manage and
inventory them. Our smart phones, good
watches, smart cars, shipping containers, and
things of every kind area unit being connected
faster than ever. The foremost fashionable
applications up to now area unit the good
home, the wearable device, smart city, smart
grid, connected automotive, and connected
health. The IoT will enable one to “track and
count, observe and establish, judge and act in
circumstances” (Raynor & Cotteleer,
2015).As Figure one shows, the information
price loop illustrates the worth capture stages
(i.e., create, communicate, aggregate, analyze,
and act) that one must bear to form price.
every stage has technologies, corresponding
to sensors, network, standards, increased
intelligence, and increased behavior. Besides
mistreatment RFID, one could tag things with
technologies as close to field communication,
barcodes, QR codes, and digital
watermarking.

Figure 1. Information Value Loop

Gartner (2014) has expected a thirty %
growth in IoT enabled objects from 2014 to
2015 with over twenty five billion IoT alter
things by 2020. Gartner has same that IoT
product and repair suppliers can generate
incremental revenues extraordinary US$263
billion, largely in services, in 2020. it'll in
world economic value-add through sales into
numerous finish markets (Gartner, 2013).
These trends are creating several
opportunities for development firms as we
have a tendency to still move towards the
longer term and create a digitally connected
world. Via Studios is one example of a
development company providing services that
facilitate businesses transition to IoT. They
describe their services as over simply
developing objects however rather developing
a user experience. Via Studios is functioning
in conjunction with General Electric’s (GE)
micro factory to provide innovative appliance
product to form associate integrated app
scheme wherever everything is connected.
From this electronic scheme, users will get
updates and reports from all appliances within
the home (e.g., a low roaster) and
management the objects as required.
Continuing the low roaster example, the
president of Via Studios, Jason Clark,
describes cookery coffee as a sophisticated
method that needs important time and a
spotlight to detail. Via Studios reports that
home cookery and production low have
mature in quality. The cookery method
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includes each heating and cooling. The initial
method is endo-thermal, which suggests that
the low beans absorb heat. Once the beans
area unit heated to a particular temperature,
they become energy-releasing and begin
giving off heat. Heating the beans needs
careful attention as a result of the energyreleasing beans can begin preparation
themselves if the roaster doesn't lower the
temperature to cool down them. This method
might typically need one to raise and lower
the warmth multiple times. The IoT-enabled
low roaster allows the patron to fancy homeroasted low while not having to pay the time
looking the beans throughout the method.
With a mobile app, the user will monitor and
management the temperature from anyplace
to make sure the beans area unit high quality
and prepared for grinding and production
once the user gets home or have the beans
able to be started on a timer for morning
production once they awaken. Other IoT
capabilities for the room embrace a white
goods inventory system. victimization
associate degree IoT-enabled scale used to
weigh milk within the white goods, the user
will get a report on what quantity milk they
need supported the weight. Egg trays will
report on the quantity of eggs remaining.
Combining these technologies with other
concepts presently beneath development, the
user will get associate degree correct estimate
of what they have to purchase once at the
foodstuff through a mobile app by connecting
to their IoT-enabled white goods. Not solely
area unit individuals connected to their
objects through IoT however additionally
objects area unit connected to alternative
objects, and, in recent cases, users’ objects
area unit connected to businesses that give
product and services they need. Amazon’s
Dash replenishing service connects the user’s
device to Amazon and permits the article to
order provides once they begin to go
(Amazon, 2015). This takes the “just-in-time”
idea utilized in the automobile industry and
applies it to lifestyle. The user not must order

laundry detergentor material softener—the
IoT enabled objects will place the order for
the user to make sure the user continually has
what the user wants. alternative replacement
services that Amazon provides embrace
batteries, water, printer ink, toner, paper, pet
food, and so on. One will directly install the
replacement device into the article as a
physical button the user controls or as an
automatic system victimization sensors that
orders product for the user as provides get
low. this instance is simply the start of what's
attainable. As telecommunications and
networks still grow, the speed at that
information travels and therefore the ability of
IoT-enabled objects can continue to grow.
This explosion in property continues to extend
as we tend to reach 4G networks and begin
moving towards 5G.
2.2 Fifth-generation (5G) Network
5G is that the next frontier for the complete
mobile business. With fourth-generation (4G)
deployments, the United States recaptured the
leadership role within the mobile world.
within the 2000s, Europe, Japan, and
peninsula diode the third-generation (3G)
world. every region is raring to steer the
planet in 5G technology. though 5G is in its
early analysis stages, the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) has begun
acting on the International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) spectrum needs
for 2020 and later (Huawei Technologies,
2013). As Figure two shows a attainable
roadmap for 5G technology evolution (i.e.,
5Gresearch, prototype, trial till 2016; 5G
customary till mid-2018; 5G product till 2020
before 5Gdeployment in 2021). This 5G
technology evolution shows LTE-A, LTE-B,
and LTE-C beneath the 3rd-Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP).
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Figure 2. Mobile Evolution

III. IMPACTS ON BIG DATA
Advancements in mobile technology and also
the introduction of IoT have vital effects on
huge knowledge and analytics. thanks to the
dramatic increase in objects manufacturing
knowledge, the speed and size of massive
knowledge has grown exponentially, which
may have each positive and negative effects
on huge knowledge (Shim, French, Guo, &
Jablonski, 2015). to higher perceive the
impacts these rising technologies wear huge
knowledge, the director of information
analytics for the Central administrative unit
(CIA) mentioned a case involving the United
States intelligence agency and their dataanalytics challenges. With knowledge
analytics, the United States intelligence
agency aims to supply timely, accurate, and
objective intelligence and analysis on all
sources of information to report the complete
vary of national security and policy problems
to U.S. Government officials. Having access
to knowledge in integral a part of the mission
at the United States intelligence agency that
integrates external knowledge sources from
varied agencies that the organization analyzes
through their centralized management
network. The ICEWS knowledge repository
contains nearly thirty million worldwide news
stories (in English, Spanish, and Portuguese)
from Gregorian calendar month 2001 and by
over 6000 international, regional, national,
and native news publishers. The United States
intelligence agency obtains these unclassified
stories through each Factiva and also the

government Open Source Center (OSC). The
United States intelligence agency processes
these stories through innovative deep (BBN
Serif) and shallow parsing (JabariNLP)
technologies to supply a group of over
nineteen million distinctive geolocated events
with associate accuracy larger than eighty p.c.
This event knowledge contains date-stamped
and geolocated event ripples that recount
“who did what to whom”. The United States
intelligence agency conducts explorative
analyses on the ICEWS knowledge set to
identify discernible ripple effects within the
International System of Units to achieve a
much better understanding of international
politics and diplomacy. By analyzing this
knowledge, they will gain info through spikes
of news frequency and chatter on topics
reminiscent of the Russo-Georgian war, the
severe acute respiratory syndrome epidemic,
the Fukushima disaster, London bombings,
and alternative international events. While
further knowledge sources and knowledge
created through continued property and IoT
intuitively seems to be helpful, a lot of
knowledge doesn't forever end in higher info.
once the quantity of information increases
while not its quality additionally increasing,
the consequences will impede a project’s
success from a knowledge analytics
perspective. As our United States intelligence
agency respondent describes, finding a needle
in a very rick is often a challenge, but, once
the rick continues to extend in size with no
further needles, the task at hand grows
considerably in complexness. These area unit
issues that the United States intelligence
agency is competitive with because the
production of information continues to
extend. Most datasets area unit for the most
part noise, that makes with success analyzing
it and distinguishing relevant info more and
more difficult. Evaluating printed news stories
isn't any longer adequate as a result of the
United States intelligence agency wants
timely info. Social media and various forms
of communication became vital sources of
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data for the United States intelligence agency.
With associate increasing number of
information sources, knowledge analytics has
begun shifting from a centralized
management model to a mesh model as a
results of a hyper-connected world. This shift
towards hyper-connectivity needs a high level
of technical and analytical skills to figure with
huge knowledge sets as they still grow with
without stopping seeable.
IV. OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGE
As technology continues to advance,
challenges and opportunities that have an
effect on each lecturers and practitioners
arise. several digital natives, United Nations
agency have mature up with technology and
are available to consider it, fuel the desire for
continued property. whereas some digital
immigrants read these new technologies as
disruptive technologies, several digital natives
read them as everyday tools. In different
words, the younger generation is leading the
approach in adopting and victimization new
technologies, that has additional burning the
development of technologies adore IoT. A lot
of acceptable term for the generation of youth
called digital natives would be generation “I”
or “I Generation”. The panel moderator, Dr.
Aaron French, concluded the discussion by
describing opportunities and challenges as
they pertain to characteristics among
numerous demographics and the way totally
different generations read and use technology.
All presenters then contributed to a discussion
that enclosed queries and answers concerning
the theoretical and sensible implications of the
topics mentioned. Table two depicts people
variations of individuals over the past 0.5
century. several of the characteristics
identified for baby boomers, gen X, and
generation Y return from reports that
specialists on generational variations have
conducted (Cheyney, 2014; Lancaster &
Stillman, 2002). While most resources cluster
people born between 1981 and 2006 as

Generation Y or Millennials, the
commercialization of the net within the mid1990s divided this cluster between those born
before 1990 and those born once. One might
classify this cluster might because the true net
generation. This generation desires
instantaneous data and square measure
capable once it involves finding it
victimization net technology. The primary
communication strategies embody texting and
social networking, and lots of generation I
people focus on exposure, that refers to the
quantity of individuals that browse, repost,
like, or touch upon their social networking
content. Lines between work and residential
square measure progressively blurring as
organizations still implement bring-your-owndevice (BYOD) policies to cater to generation
I’s wishes. Simply aiming to work and
earning a living is not any longer the priority
because the younger generation seeks a lot of
significant work with a purpose. This
generation acquires news and data through net
technology and social media rather than
ancient sources. One will summarize
generation I as requiring instant property and
having resourcefulness. Organizations and
universities alike should be equipped to reply
to the ever-changing atmosphere with
constant property and instantly obtainable
data. With generation I living their lives
through the Internet, massive knowledge can
unendingly grow with giant amounts of data
concerning shoppers being available that
organizations ne'er imaginary having access
to within the past. the mix of IoT, ubiquitous
technologies, and large knowledge mixed
with generation I’s characteristics has resulted
in an infinite amount of answers anticipating
one to raise the proper queries. because of the
expansion of omnipresent technologies, we've
shifted from a digital divide to a people
divide. Where as previous generations see
these technologies as a luxury and a few read
it as uncalled-for or riotous, younger
generations are growing up with the read that
multiplied property may be a demand.
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Table 2 : Generational Differences
Born
Work ethic/style
Communication
methods
Work and Home
Values
News source

Baby boomers
1946-1964
Hard work Respect
authority
Effectiveness
In person

Gen X
1965-1980
Self-reliant Desire
structure
Skeptical
Direct Immediate

Gen Y
1981-1989
Multitasking Goal
oriented Efficiency

Separate Work to
live

Structure
9-5

Balance Flexible

Success
News Newspaper

Time
Newspaper Gossip

Individuality
Gossip Internet

Overcoming the challenges of the people
divide can beyond question produce unlimited
opportunities for innovations in IoT as we
tend to progress towards 5G technology.
4.1 Practitioner Implications
Innovative technologies have several
implications for practitioners in terms of in
operation a business, creating new ventures,
providing client service, and more. As we
have a tendency to move towards 5G service,
the probabilities of creating actually present
organizations becomes way more of a reality.
The technology already exists for making
paperless offices that area unit present,
however having mobile technology
mistreatment knowledge rates that exceed
broadband speeds would offer constant and
instant property and increase the flow of
knowledge. Real time operations might exist
ubiquitously as a result of all processes and
business objects become web enabled.
corporations might simply expand globally
while not vital capital investments. IoT
technology’ implementation in everyday
objects provides unlimited potentialities to
form new industries for product and services
and expand existing industries. Where as
some organizations read 5G service and IoT
as disruptive technologies, others read them
as innovative technologies that they'll use to
achieve a competitive advantage. corporations

Memo Email

Gen 1
< 1990
Internet search
Resourceful Immediate
Texting Social networking
Integrated Meaningful work
Exposure
Internet Social Media

reminiscent of Boeing have begun to increase
their use of technology to create associate
degree IT scheme for constructing and in
operation business airplanes (Nolan, 2012).
While practitioners have several opportunities
because of these innovative technologies, they
ought to remember of and find out how to
beat the numerous associated challenges. the
foremost obvious challenge revolves around
huge knowledge. Having Internet-enabled
objects can considerably increase the quantity
of knowledge that users generate, which can
need experience in knowledge management
and analytics to capture, store, organize,
disseminate, and analyze. knowledge
analytics are going to be a extremely soughtafter talent required to manage and analyze
the growing amounts of knowledge.
additional knowledge assortment will raise
moral problems concerning the kinds of
information collected concerning users and
the way that knowledge is employed. whereas
few legal problems have arose directly from
the quantity of knowledge that organizations
currently collect, varied moral problems
regarding however organizations use
knowledge have arose. One recommendation
to handle each the legal and moral problems
would be to form associate degree data
recourses (IR) department answerable for data
within the same vein human resources
departments take care of staff. The IR
department would set the policies and manage
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however the organization collects, stores, and
uses knowledge. Organizations that learn to
manage these emerging technologies and
develop the abilities to research the info are
going to be the organizations that lead the
path towards the longer term. Where as we
have a tendency to discuss the educational
and professional person implications singly,
both the research community and business
area unit operating towards common goals to
extend our understanding of emerging
technologies and more develop our
capabilities with them.
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V. CONCLUSION
As researchers, we want to continue operating
with trade leaders to know the world’s
technological changes and lead the charge
instead of report on what is going on and why.
As we have a tendency to still grow towards
5G and magnified property, we have a
tendency to square measure moving toward a
present world within which we have a
tendency to square measure all connected to
everyone and everything. The IoT provides
unlimited potentialities and opportunities for
academics and practitioners alike. Indeed,
new technologies regularly arise, and large
information continues to create answers to
queries that haven’t been asked nonetheless.
As a result, we want Associate in Nursing
magnified variety of analysts to come up with
information and theories from the info being
made. Though the long run is uncertain, the
trail is being set as these numerous
technologies converge providing the promise
of exciting things to return.
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